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'and God The Lord planted Garden of Eden in the East and put mankind into it' 

How we forfeited this garden everyone knows and since then we probably still dream of the lost 

paradise despite our planet offering a wonderful and extremely nice exile. A bright, life friendly oasis in 

dark, endlessly hostile surroundings. 

Indeed, most of us have to earn our daily bread  by the sweat of our  brow, as promised, and this 

evokes in many the longing for a nice, little Garden of Eden, for a oasis of calm and leisure, for a gentle 

landscape, for quiet, harmonious colours, for a garden of inner balance and tranquility. Green is the 

dominating colour. Green, this is good on the eye and the soul.  A bright gleam hovers above it, a 

clear light surrounding us, going through us like gentle, silent and yet perceptible music. The longing for 

inner freedom and harmony. 



In a Sufi community in the Sahara desert each family owns a small palm tree grove enclosed by tall 

walls to which old people retire after having handed over their business to the young, and there they 

will keep reading the Koran until the end of their days, discussing and philosophizing with their 

neighbours and enjoying their small gardens until they are able to move on into Allah's big garden. The 

allotments, too, the hobby gardener's colonies at the edge of the city are for many people like little 

paradises which can turn easily into a green hell when my akward neighbour does not like me enjoying 

my cool beer instead of killing off weeds and caterpillars. Then we realize that maybe, on this planet, 

we have to surround our paradises with high walls. The bright and the dark side of earthly Gardens of 

Eden. - Often in  the dark shadow lurks a nasty garden gnome. - Many do not feel like wasting their 

precious time by being idle in a garden, but even those will find their gardens, although their final ones, 

unfurling on top of earth mounds covering their coffins. Whether they will be really able then to enjoy 

this garden, I do not know. There would be no shortage of (precious) time anymore. 

Naturally, a garden is not only leisure and contemplation, it also involves lots of sweat and tears which 

after all we are ultimately condemned to. But again, the fruit of this effort is a return to the lost 

paradise.This miniature world that still knows seasons, where the weather still plays its part, where fresh 

green is sprouting, flowers compete in colourful bloom, where one can witness birth and death, where 

creation continuously reveals itself and offers inspiration to painters, poets and musicians. 

But can we be satisfied with this world of people  watering flowers, with this Heaven of peace and 

inner calm when the world outside is on fire? Of course there is little we can do with our watering can 

to stop the world from burning and our garden might turn into ashes, but from the ashes always a new 

garden will grow. 

 

                                                                                                                          


